
 

 

  Rafting: 

 

Raft Crafting: 

 

Rudder Log: Knifes / Axes / any bladed item + 1 WoodenLog 

Rudder Plank: Knifes / Axes / any bladed item + 1 WoodenPlank 

Rudder: Rudder Log + Rudder Plank 

 

Raft Kit: 1 Rope + 2 WoodenSticks 

 

Toggle Place the Kit to get the Raft Frame and attach following Items to it: 

Raft Frame: 23 WoodenLogs + 14 WoodenPlanks + Rudder + 4 Tarp 

 

Once attached above, get a Hammer to build the Packed Raft. 

 

Place it on any Watersurface and enjoy! 

 

Dismantling: Hatchet to dismantle the Raft into the Packed Raft. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Raft Control: 

 

You can Control the Raft using the Numpad keys (can be changed in settings) 

 

4 and 6 to stear left and right and 5 to reset the stearing to 0 

2 and 8 to set the speed (speed levels -1 to +2) 

 

How dose the speed of the Raft work? 

 

Sail mechanism: 

 

When the sail is all the way down the raft speed is infuenced by the strengt of wind.  

When the wind is on half speed a sail blow sound will play.  

When its on full speed a louder sail sound will play.  

By looking at the sail from the side you can also tell the wind speed.  

Because the wind blows up the sail. At maximum wind speed the Raft will be two times as fast as with 

no wind. 

 

 

Rudder mechanism: 

 

The Raft will get slower the more the ruder angluar is set.  

If the ruder is fully turned (+/- 45°) max, the Raft speed is 0.  

If the ruder is at middle position the speed of the Raft wont be slowed.  

For example at a runder angular of 22.5 the speed of the raft is half. 

 

 



 

 

Paddle mechanism: 

 

You can craft a Paddle from a sharp tool and a Wooden log.  

To use the paddle you have to position your self in the top left edge of the raft and look front and little 

bit down.  

There you get a Action Paddle.  

Now hold left click and the player will start with an animation.  

The sound dose not fit yet and at the moment no stamina is getting consumed while paddleing.  

How ever this will change with future updates. When Paddling and the Sail is down the speed of the Raft 

will increase by 50%. 

 

 

Fishing system: 

 

How dose the Fishing system work? 

 

You have two slots on the Raft.  

One for the Improvised fishing rod and one for the Catched fish.  

You can store your Improvised fishing rod in the slot.  

Once it has a hook attached it will start catching fish and lock it self unitl it dose and the fish is taked of 

the rod.  

It will over time destroy the hook of the rod.  

At the moment you will catch a fish after 5 minutes that will change in future updates.  

At the moment you can catch five difrent sorts of fishes. 

 

Thanks to Lugge for this nice Mod !!! 

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=2668520000 


